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Abstract
Calculation and quantification have been critical features of modern soci-
eties, closely linked to science,markets, and administration. In the past thirty
years, the pace, purpose, and scope of quantification have greatly expanded,
and there has been a corresponding increase in scholarship on quantifica-
tion.We offer an assessment of the widely dispersed literature on quantifica-
tion across four domains where quantification and quantification scholarship
have particularly flourished: administration, democratic rule, economics,
and personal life. In doing so, we seek to stimulate more cross-disciplinary
debate and exchange.We caution against unifying accounts of quantification
and highlight the importance of tracking quantification across different sites
in order to appreciate its essential ambiguity and conduct more systematic
investigations of interactions between different quantification regimes.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2018,Mark Koester, a software developer, published “A Year in Numbers: My Data from 2017”
(Koester 2018). In eye-catching visuals he reveals that he completed 2,137 tasks for 33 projects,
checked his email about nine times an hour, ran 2,941 km, watched 54 minutes of TV or movies
per day, and read 21,687 pages of 62 books. September was his peak reading month. These are
just some of the 18 variables he measured. Mark is part of the quantified self or self-tracking
movement, people who collect and analyze data about themselves for fun or self-improvement.
The quantified self movement was launched in 2007 by Gary Wolf and Kevin Kelly; there are
now millions of people who use some form of tracking device that allows them to measure eve-
rything from blood biomarkers to daily productivity (Neff & Nafus 2016). Such calculative prac-
tices can transform how we understand our selves, what we attend to, and how we organize our
lives.
Calculation and quantification have always been a critical feature of modern societies, closely
linked to science, markets, and administration. In the past thirty years, the pace, purpose, and
scope of quantification have greatly expanded. Administration, management, and even mundane
daily activities are increasingly structured around performance measures, cost-benefit analyses,
risk calculations, ratings, and rankings. Proprietary algorithms routinely track our buying, web
activity, and political affiliations to shape what we buy, where we go, and what we read.
There has been a corresponding increase in scholarship on quantification, which, dispersed
among many fields, investigates themes such as governance by numbers, performance measures,
and the relationship between valuation and quantification in sociology and related disciplines,
including anthropology, socio-legal studies, public administration, science and technology stud-
ies, and accounting (Adkins & Lury 2012; Beckert & Aspers 2011; Berthoin Antal et al. 2015;
Biagioli 2018; Bruno & Didier 2013; Davis et al. 2012; Dussauge et al. 2015; Espeland & Sauder
2007; Fourcade 2011; Higgins & Larner 2010; Hood 2007; Kornberger et al. 2015; Lamont 2012;
Merry 2016; Miller 2001; Power 2004, 2007; Rottenburg et al. 2015). Such heightened inter-
est in quantification, to paraphrase the French sociologist Luc Boltanski (Boltanski & Esquerre
2015, p. 76), is accompanied by a crisis of faith in quantification, intensified by the global finan-
cial crisis of the late 2000s and attending debates about financialization (Davis & Kim 2015),
economization (Çalıs¸kan & Callon 2009, Miller & Power 2013), and neoliberalism (Brown 2015,
Davies 2014). This crisis of faith also reflects our increasing awareness of how proprietary al-
gorithms structure our own opportunities, choices, and relationships (O’Neil 2016, Pasquale
2015).
We offer an assessment of the literature on quantification across these domains of personal
life, organizations, and markets; how it evolved in the past twenty years or so (since Desrosières
1998, Espeland & Stevens 1998, Hacking 1990, Miller & O’Leary 1987, Miller & Rose 1990,
Porter 1995, Power 1997); and its implications for sociology. This assessment is timely because
many new forms of quantification have been deployed, producing new social relations that must
be investigated. Through quantification, many contemporary societies have experienced a shift-
ing from government by rules to “governance by numbers” (Supiot 2015), and more recently, as
Pasquale (2015, p. 9) puts it, “authority is increasingly expressed algorithmically.” This change has
produced important new subjectivities and groups, and has raised questions about the nature of
political order, citizenship and democracy.
There is an open question of whether quantification studies constitute a field of study in
its own right (Berman & Hirschman 2018, Diaz-Bone & Didier 2016). Quantification studies
cross disciplines and geography. A core part of quantification scholarship is hardly visible to
Anglo-American scholars, especially the burgeoningGerman and French quantification literatures
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(e.g., Beckert &Musselin 2013, Bruno &Didier 2013, Bruno et al. 2014,Desrosières 2014,Didier
2009, Dorn & Tacke 2017, Heintz 2010, Juven 2016, Kalthoff 2005, Karpik 2010, Mämecke et al.
2018,Mau 2017,Mennicken & Vollmer 2007, Passoth &Wehner 2013, Supiot 2015, Vormbusch
2012). Our article summarizes and positions this far-flung literature. We hope to stimulate more
cross-disciplinary conversations about quantification across fields; help orient sociologists with
related interests; and, importantly, bring European scholars and scholarship to the attention of
North Americans and vice versa.
Over the past twenty years the literature on quantification has vastly expanded. Necessarily
we will not be able to offer a comprehensive review of all new works. We also had to make some
choices regarding where ourmain focus lies. For example, the expansion of quantification is closely
linked to the development of science into a world institution (Drori et al. 2006). Yet, in the context
of this article, we cannot discuss in great depth the intricate relationship between quantification
and science (for this see, e.g., Daston & Galison 2007, Porter 1995). Instead, we offer brief histor-
ical context for the emergence of scholarship on quantification and organize subsequent sections
around four different institutional locations where quantification and quantification scholarship
have flourished, emphasizing administration, democratic rule, economics, and the penetration
of quantification into mundane, everyday life. For each location we emphasize three questions:
What problem or uncertainty is quantification supposed to address? How does quantification af-
fect power and politics? How does it shape relations of visibility: What is noticed and what is
not? We conclude by addressing what new social relations and objects are brought about through
quantification.
Throughout, we underscore the significance of unpacking the multifaceted characteristics of
quantification and commensuration, defined as the comparison of different entities according
to a common metric (Espeland & Stevens 1998). We trace the implication of quantification in
shifting modes of power and governing styles and call for a more systematic investigation of the
changing relations and dynamics unfolding between classification, measurement, and aggrega-
tion. Measurement, the process of ascertaining a magnitude or quantity by the application of
an instrument marked in standard units, is based on classification, negotiated conventions de-
termining agreement on the thing to be measured (Beckert & Musselin 2013, Bowker & Star
2000, Desrosières 1998, Power 2004). At the same time, measurement can result in new classi-
fications, for example of race, prosperity, or inequality. The aggregation of numbers (quantified
qualities) via statistical and mathematical operations into indices, ratios, ratings, or rankings, re-
ferred to by Power (2004) as meta- or second-order measurement, enables new forms of com-
parison and knowledge creation. Such measures of measures (Power 2004) often take on a life
of their own and are circulated and removed from their origins of production. Although not
necessarily precise in themselves, they reproduce ideals of precision and accuracy connected to
quantification.
We highlight the importance of understanding the plurality of quantification, involving vary-
ing degrees of mathematical and statistical formality, abstraction, aggregation, and political
work. We also highlight the importance of tracking the circulation of metrics across differ-
ent sites. The quantified self movement may have been started by users and tool makers who
share an interest in self-knowledge through self-tracking. Yet such information can be linked
up and fed into actuarial risk assessments, thereby changing not only the lives of those who
track themselves, but also potentially healthcare insurance politics and how healthcare is ad-
ministered. As sociologists, we need to understand such interactions between different quan-
tification regimes and their broader implications for the (re)creation of social and political
order.
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INTELLECTUAL TRADITIONS IN SCHOLARSHIP
ON QUANTIFICATION
To paraphraseHacking (1990, p. 16), states have always been statistical in their own way and schol-
arship reflects this.1 Many of the most important scholars of quantification were also practitioners
or had close ties to quantification practice. Alain Desrosières and Laurent Thévenot were admin-
istrators at the French National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE), the French
census bureau, when they were charged with updating the social and professional categories the
agency used. This prompted their interest in the social history of those classifications and the
statistics they made possible. The French school of quantification was launched by Desrosières
and a group of like-minded researchers, including Laurent Thévenot, Robert Salais (also of
INSEE), and the sociologist Luc Boltanski. Their work interrogated the concepts and classifica-
tions undergirding quantification and the production, use, and consequences of statistics, always
with an eye toward their implications for reflexivity and how power is exercised (Bardet 2014,
Bruno et al. 2016, Diaz-Bone 2016, Didier 2016).
Key contributions of this group related to their emphasis on the practice of statistics, including
the crucial work of creating and coding concepts and categories, and recovering the decisions that
these entail (Boltanski 1987); the refusal to privilege realist over constructivist approaches to quan-
tification (Desrosières 1998); and the development of a conventionalist approach that examines
how multiple shared interpretive schemes, or conventions, are used by actors in uncertain situa-
tions to coordinate action, evaluate worth and value, and make things equivalent. Some prominent
contributors include Boltanski & Thévenot (2006) and Storper & Salais (1997) [useful overviews
are provided by Diaz-Bone & Didier (2016), Diaz-Bone & Salais (2011)].
The influence of these early architects of the French school generated a vibrant body of work
in which conventionalist insights, sometimes in conversation with actor-network theory, were ap-
plied broadly.Today, the French school is central in studies of relations between quantification and
valuation, andmeasure andworth (Adkins&Lury 2012,Berthoin Antal et al. 2015,Fourcade 2011,
Karpik 2010, Lamont 2012, Vatin 2013). It has also been influential in studies that examine how
forms of quantification have proliferated under financial capitalism and various neoliberal regimes
(Chiapello &Walter 2016, Lengwiler 2016, Supiot 2015), including crime statistics (Didier 2018),
benchmarking (Bruno & Didier 2013), and political activism (Bruno et al. 2014). Where earlier
scholarship emphasized the depiction of features of the state (e.g., crime statistics), new scholar-
ship examines how numbers are used to manage the state (e.g., deploy police based on current
crime locations) (Didier 2018).
Other scholars, many with backgrounds in the history and philosophy of science and ties
to North America and Germany, were working on the production and influence of statistics at
roughly the same time. In 1982, an international group in Bielefeld launched a series of important
studies of probability and statistics, including those of Krüger et al. (1987),Hacking (1990),Daston
(1988), Porter (1986), and Gigerenzer et al. (1989). Like their French counterparts, they empha-
sized the applications and practical consequences of probability and statistics for fields such as
administration, public health, insurance, politics, law, and the economy; they also investigated the
resources, classification, and coordination that were required to produce statistics, what Bowker
& Star (2000) might call the informational infrastructure of statistics; and they considered how
quantification changed how people understood their worlds and acted in them.
Critical accounting studies form another important center of quantification scholarship. Ac-
counting has long been recognized for its fundamental and tangled role in the development of
1Didier (2016), Bruno et al. (2016, pp. 1–14), and Bardet (2014) offer helpful histories of research on quantifi-
cation that have informed this review.
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capitalism. Accounting is crucial for apprehending the cognitive infrastructure of capitalism, in-
cluding how standardized methods for valuing and pricing are created. Beginning in the United
Kingdom in the 1970s, a group of accounting scholars led by Anthony Hopwood, a professor of
accounting and highly accomplished institution-builder, challenged the view of accounting as a
technical, objective enterprise, insisting instead that the sociological, organizational, and social-
psychological dimensions of accounting practice were crucial for understanding how accounting
techniques are created and used (Hopwood 1983, Hopwood & Miller 1994). Deeply informed
by social theory, particularly Foucault, but also actor-network theory, New Institutionalism, and
political economy, this scholarship was framed as an alternative to the narrow specialization and
brand of positivism in accounting scholarship that dominated in the United States.
In 1976, Hopwood founded this group’s flagship journal, Accounting, Organizations and Society.
Influential early work included Miller & O’Leary’s (1987) analysis of standardized costing as a
mechanism of labor control at the turn of the twentieth century, and Hoskin & Macve’s (1986)
work on the historical interrelationships between accounting and educational examinations. Ten
years later, Michael Power published his seminal book The Audit Society: Rituals of Verification
(Power 1997). These and later works (e.g., Chapman et al. 2009) show how quantification is at
the heart of the making up (Hacking 2002) of economic entities, corporations and markets, and
the persons that inhabit them (Miller & Power 2013). Critical accounting scholarship has close
linkages with the sociology of finance (Carruthers &Kim 2011,Vollmer 2007), which underscores
the performativity of quantification in financial markets, tracing how financial models are enacted
so that they can becomemore or less true (MacKenzie &Millo 2003; see alsoMacKenzie & Spears
2014, who trace the development of the Gaussian copula family models that created the financial
markets that gave rise to the 2008 crisis).
Within sociology, Espeland & Stevens’s (1998) examination of commensuration provided a
springboard for subsequent works on metric power (Beer 2016,Dorn &Tacke 2017,Heintz 2010,
Mau 2017, Passoth &Wehner 2013,Vormbusch 2012) (see also Espeland & Sauder 2007 on rank-
ings’ reactivity).Quantification allows for comparison of different entities according to a common
metric (e.g., rankings or ratings), which has important implications for how we categorize and
make sense of the world (Dorn & Tacke 2017). Carson (2007), for example, examines the role of
standardized testing in defining merit in the French and US republics and how this shaped the
structure of opportunities. Igo (2008) shows how surveys of communities, sexual behavior, and po-
litical opinion shaped how Americans understood themselves as individuals, citizens and objects
of social scientific research.
More recently, scholarship has turned to quantification and commensuration in transnational
governance (Mehrpouya & Samiolo 2016, Merry et al. 2015, Rottenburg et al. 2015, Shore &
Wright 2015) and what some have termed algorithmic society (see, e.g., Bradbury 2016 and
https://medium.com/the-algorithmic-society) to explore how algorithms and big data com-
putation analysis, data-driven decision making, data mining, and machine learning reorder our
choices, lives, and institutions (Lazer & Radford 2017, Mämecke et al. 2018). Katz (2013), for ex-
ample, shows how law is changing with data-driven prediction and analysis; Dunleavy et al. (2005)
argue that digital governance is supplanting new public management in some countries; Lupton
(2016) andNafus (2016) investigate how digitized self-tracking is changing subjective understand-
ings of the body and the self as projects to be optimized and decontextualized abstractions (see
also Neff & Nafus 2016).
With new metrics and technologies, quantification scholarship also grows. We focus on four
locations (administration, democratic rule, economics, personal life) in which quantification and
quantification scholarship have particularly expanded over the past few years.We do not seek to of-
fer a theoretical synthesis. Although some regret the lack of cumulative theory building, we argue
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that the diversity of quantification studies demonstrates the need to take the plurality of quantifi-
cation seriously.We caution against unifying accounts in order to embrace the essential ambiguity
of quantification practices; to track shifts in relations between measurement, classification and ag-
gregation; and to examine the different spaces of contestation where quantification operates.
QUANTIFICATION AND ADMINISTRATION
Calculation produces knowledge that is useful for administering and governing and that has often
been a motive for quantification.Calculation can help answer three broad kinds of questions: How
many? How valuable? What can we expect? Surveys and censuses tell governments and churches
howmany people there are and what their assets are.Cost-benefit analyses and decision trees show
which plans are most efficient. Accounting techniques help track resources and estimate future
trends. And demography and actuarial techniques help predict people’s morbidity and mortality.
The link between quantification and administration is an old one. As Deringer (2018) shows,
governing long included the calculation of public numbers related to production, taxation, and
conscription. In an example provided from 70 BC, Cicero, when charging Gaius Verres with cor-
ruption, warns his audience to attend to his figures because, even if they are tedious and dull, they
show that Verres made indecent profits in tax collection.Though his calculations were suspect and
the numeracy of his audience questionable, Cicero clearly considered his quantitative evidence as
convincing rhetoric (Cioffi 2011) that could play a role in the art of persuasion.
A major turning point occurred in the seventeenth century when we see the emergence of a
systematic science of social numbers to create social policy. In England, this was termed “political
arithmetic”byWilliamPetty,who championed the superiority of quantitative knowledge as crucial
for England’s efforts to colonize Ireland and for public finance (McCormick 2009). Petty’s friend,
John Gaunt, analyzed weekly mortality statistics to assess the population of London and create
life tables that estimated the probability of survival for each age. Both men were convinced that
the development of the state depended on the size, health, and distribution of its population and
that this could be known through numbers (Kreager 1991, p. 221). For Petty and Gaunt, colonial
rule, taxation, and public health were motives for creating quantitative knowledge. Their work
began the merging of two kinds of authority that previously had been kept separate: those of
science and the state (Desrosières 1998, p. 17). Yet, as the historian McCormick (2009) points out,
Petty and Gaunt’s ambitions for political arithmetic were not embraced by elites until later.
It was not until the nineteenth century that “statistics” as the term is understood today came
into use: as unique techniques based on mathematical probability used to study wide-ranging sub-
jects where one did not need to know about particular individuals in order to calculate broad laws
about collectivities. For Porter (1986, p. 6), “the doctrine that order is to be found in large num-
bers is the leitmotif of nineteenth century statistical thinking,” and it was this ordering that helped
to form the concept of society as an entity with regular properties. We also note the important
roles played by German cameralism in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Foucault
2007, Johnson 1964, Tribe 1988).
The nineteenth century produced an avalanche of printed numbers about population, health,
crime, suicide, trade, and labor and other resources (Hacking 1990). In sharp contrast to earlier
numbers, these were public. The roots of many numbers lie in administration and politics, but
their uses did not remain there. These statistics made it possible to apply the mathematics of
probability to large and varied kinds of social data. This spelled an “erosion of determinism,”
replacing thinking that presumed that the full complex of causal connections of social phenomena
could be known, with “a model of normal people with laws of dispersion” (Hacking 1990, pp. vii,
1–2).
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The census is the most familiar, and likely the oldest, form of administrative calculation. The
word derives from the Latin censere, “to assess.” The first known census was taken in Babylonia
in 3800 BC. In addition to population and livestock, it included resources like butter, honey, and
wool (Kuhrt 1997, p. 695). The Domesday Book of 1086 is a famous example of a regime’s effort
to extend surveillance and control. The culmination of the Great Survey launched by William
the Conqueror in order to ascertain the fiscal rights of the king, it was a detailed recording of
the settlements, their tenants, and resources. Such knowledge expressed and helped consolidate
William’s rule.To know howmany requires that we knowwho counts and who does not count, and
how to parse these categories. These are not easy to know; classification is hard and consequential,
and the census is often bound up with notions of identity, citizenship, and belonging. In theUnited
States, the link between the census and apportionment gave rise to the question of whether and
how much enslaved persons counted as human. In many cases, the expansion of enumerating
changed understandings of what was being counted.
The production of census data is demanding, not only politically but also administratively.
Standardization, the bedrock of quantification, often requires a centralized bureaucracy, with reg-
ular funding and a trained, disciplined work force. Kula (1986), Alder (2002), Timmermans &
Epstein (2010), Lampland & Star (2009) and others show that producing standardized measures
was a crucial, if arduous and politicized, part of this undertaking. Porter (2018) shows how efforts
to report credible cure rates by insane asylums in the nineteenth century gave rise to detailed
record keeping that became the basis for modern genetics research.
Early efforts to produce a census without bureaucratic support failed spectacularly (Bourguet
1987). Only later did states create the needed administrative apparatus sufficient to produce ac-
curate counts. Germany was the first country to institutionalize a census. The United States was
the first state to require a regular census, but it only belatedly created a permanent agency in 1902
(Anderson 1988).
There has been a recent flourishing of scholarship on censuses (Rodríguez-Muñiz 2017, p. 387).
While scholars have long used censuses as sources of information, there is a growing recogni-
tion of their importance not just for aiding our understandings of politics, culture, and national
identities but also as constituent of them (Anderson 1988). Loveman (2014) examines the long
and complicated histories of racial classification in nineteenth-century Latin American censuses,
showing how conceptions of national progress and modern statehood shaped these classifications
and why, in many countries, racial statistics were first dropped and then reinstated as populations
became increasingly white. The results of these racial categories still inform contemporary Latin
American policy and politics, as well as how skin pigmentation is experienced (Telles 2014).
In their comparative analysis of the censuses of Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United
States, Emigh et al. (2016a,b) show the complex ways that states and societies interact to affect
when and how a census is produced and how its information is used.They aim to counter what they
contend is the prevailing view: a state-centric approach to understanding the census as a top-down
exercise of state formation and control. Instead, they depict a more interactionist, enumerative
project where societal actors and interests shape the census, and the public information that the
census affords is used in economic and political struggles to shape society. This pattern varies
historically and contextually. For example, in the first half of the twentieth century, elite lobbies
were influential in promoting classification and enumeration that supported their interests and
expertise. Later, more populist social groups played a bigger role.
One important strand of research interrogates the relationship between statistical knowledge
and colonial power. The anthropologist Cohn (1987, 1996), beginning in the 1980s, helped to
pioneer this approach with his investigation of the role the census played in how caste was un-
derstood and reified in South Asia. Other studies examine how statistics and enumeration helped
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produce colonial understandings of categories such as “tribe” (van den Bersselaar 2004) and other
modes of characterizing difference. Kalpagam (2010) elaborates the central role played by statisti-
cal knowledge and enumerative practices in India during colonial rule and how their proliferation
gave rise to particular forms of modern statehood. Studies of the census in the QingDynasty (Lam
2011), the hut tax in South Africa (Redding 2006), and the use of statistical knowledge in post–
WorldWar II Japan (Hein 2004) show how ideas about what was modern—and its relationship to
classification, enumeration, and statistics—shaped state-building, apartheid, and colonial power.
Other scholars have analyzed the role of quantification in governance among international
organizations. Many global institutions, including the World Bank, the United Nations, and the
European Union have been inspired to create indicators to encourage accountability or economic
development or to discredit regimes. Davis et al. (2012), Rottenburg et al. (2015), and Merry et al.
(2015) document how indicators and rankings have become an important form of global gover-
nance, with mixed results. The anthropologist Merry’s (2016) analysis of human rights, sex traf-
ficking, and gender violence shows how the aura of objectivity fuels the investment in indicators,
which work best when accompanied by detailed qualitative knowledge of local contexts. Didier
(2018) explains the globalizing of indicators measuring crime and policing effectiveness. Yet, no
single center of statistical knowledge has emerged at the global level (Speich Chasseé 2016).
Calculation was not always motivated by public administration and governance. McCormick
(2013) describes how demographic calculations were deployed in polemical debates in England
during the Enlightenment. Moreover, as the historian Deringer (2018) demonstrates, after the
Glorious Revolution of 1688, quantification flourished in Britain and became a central feature of
public discourse. It was not state concern for control or generalized distrust that drove calculation
in the eighteenth century, however, but rather its usefulness as a weapon in political argumenta-
tion. In debates about the fiscal crisis following the South Sea Bubble of 1720, questions about
the size of the national debt and the best means for addressing it enlisted calculations by par-
tisans. Deringer argues that the authority that became invested in calculation was driven by its
link to politics and gave rise to a distinctive civic epistemology that expanded the possibilities for
quantification.
The census provides clear examples of the complex relationships between classification, mea-
surement and aggregation. In the United States, for instance, the politics of classification and its
link to visibility and political power have been central in definitions of personhood, citizenship,
race, and, more recently, gender. The census has produced a new standardized geographical unit
of measurement, the census tract, an aggregation of individual and household data that then can
be further aggregated into an enormous variety of statistics and indicators that are used in social
scientific research, business strategy, and policy making.
QUANTIFICATION AND DEMOCRATIC RULE
Enthusiasm for quantification is often driven by the desire to hold to account, to counteract despo-
tism and arbitrariness, and to make visible social and economic inequality. Numbers have come to
be integral to how democracy is justified and operationalized as a particular set of mechanisms of
rule (Rose 1991; see also Alonso & Starr 1989, Desrosières 2014, Didier 2009), and the relation
between politics and numbers is mutually constitutive. As Rose (1991, p. 675) writes, numbers
are always preceded by political judgment of what to measure, and our images of political life are
shaped by numbers—by the realities of our society that statistics appear to disclose.
Cohen (1982) shows how, in early America, numeracy was a central element in the constitution
of a democratic polity. Here, statistics were seen as a means for reducing the fear of unchecked
power. To govern legitimately was not to govern at the mercy of opinion and prejudice, but to
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govern in the light of (quantifiable) facts (Rose 1991, p. 684). Numbers promise a depoliticization
of politics (see also Alonso & Starr 1989, Gigerenzer et al. 1989, Miller 1992, Porter 1995).
Yet, numbers can also be repoliticized. Quantification has been an important means in the or-
ganization of political activism, social movements, and protest. Activists use numbers as a means
of denunciation and criticism (Bruno et al. 2014). They use numbers to fight climate change,Wall
Street finance, and neoliberalism more generally. The recent protest movements that brought
attention to the 1% (defined as the top 1% of the wealth distribution), versus other Americans
(the other 99%) (Keister 2014) is one example. Although the study of top incomes and wealth
creates unique data challenges (Keister 2014, p. 349), statistical representations of inequality are
nevertheless critical to drawing attention to issues of social stratification, inclusion and exclusion,
and class and social mobility (or the lack thereof). Such representations make visible the nega-
tive consequences of neoliberalism, for example, with regard to rising precarity. In so doing, they
contribute to the articulation of political voice and dissent.
We should also not forget that numbers, including the 1%, can generate emotional attach-
ments that stimulate collective identity and thereby aid social mobilization. Numbers help make
up people (Hacking 2002), or, as Igo (2008) put it, they help build and make visible new statistical
communities. For example, Alfred Kinsey’s groundbreaking surveys of sexual behavior of white
men in the United States reported that 37% had had at least one overt homosexual experience
to the point of orgasm since adolescence, and that 10% had had more or less exclusively homo-
sexual relations for at least three years between ages 16 and 55 (Kinsey et al. 1948). These figures
shaped the development of the modern gay rights movement. Kinsey’s statistics helped make vis-
ible homosexuality as a minority group that could be organized politically (Michaels & Espeland
2006). Rodríguez-Muñiz (2017) analyzes how Latino political activism promoted participation in
the US Census in order to secure greater political and economic power. He shows the importance
of the bottom-up consent-building process for voluntary censuses that is necessary to produce
state legibility (Scott 1998). Writing about an earlier period, Mora (2014) describes the role the
census played in helping produce the pan-ethnic Hispanic identity amongMexican, Puerto Rican,
and Cuban Americans. Advocates lobbied bureaucrats to consolidate various categories in order
to strengthen claims for federal resources. Groups use statistics to appeal to and resist state and
economic power in a variety of ways.Visibility is both a product of power and a strategy to rectify it.
Recent work on statactivism explains the use of statistics by political activists, highlighting the
double role of statistics in representing and criticizing reality (Bruno & Didier 2013, Bruno et al.
2014, Didier 2018). These studies examine how activists use statistics as a means of emancipation
in the collective organization of resistance, for instance, to criticize and influence the police (Didier
2018), challenge national price indices (Samuel 2014), or fight for gender equality (De Rosa 2014).
In the United Kingdom in 1975, the Radical Statistics Group (Radstats) was founded to create
awareness of the actual and potential misuse of statistics within and outside of government. The
group still exists and believes that statistics can be used as part of campaigns for progressive social
change. Radstats members seek to counteract the lack of control by the community over statistical
investigations and are committed to helping build “amore free, democratic and egalitarian society”
(see http://www.radstats.org.uk/about-radical-statistics/).
In the United States in the mid-1960s, the social indicators movement (Bauer 1966, Land &
Michalos 2018) originated as a critical response to the rising spread, influence, and limitations of
macroeconomic indicators such as the gross national product. The social scientists of this move-
ment aimed to establish a “system of social accounts” that would expand cost-benefit analysis be-
yond the market-based national income and product accounts (Land 1983, p. 2). The movement,
which has matured into an established field with its own professional organizations, journals, and
meetings, is concerned with the development of indicators measuring quality of life and individual
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well-being. Although the movement started in the United States (Bauer 1966), it quickly became
international in scope and reach, and scholars and practitioners in other countries (west and east,
including the Soviet Union) joined in (Land & Michalos 2018, p. 839). Today, the quality of life
concept has gained widespread political and academic appeal, and composite indices developed by
the field, such as the HumanDevelopment Index,Gender Inequality Index, Social Progress Index,
or ChildWell-Being Index, have come to be widely accepted and used in transnational governance
and aid coordination (Land & Michalos 2018).
Of course, critical quantification scholars remind us that such indicators, which rest on multi-
ple levels of aggregation, are seductive as they allow for easy comparison and ranking of countries,
organizations, and much else, which can lead to oversimplification and homogenization if not
grounded in qualitative, locally informed systems of knowledge production (Dorn & Tacke 2017,
Espeland& Sauder 2016,Merry 2016).As Jerven (2013) has shown for African development statis-
tics, aggregate numbers are often arbitrary, uncertain, and error-ridden. At the same time, these
uncertain, composite numbers take on a misleading air of accuracy and play a key role in allocating
scarce resources.
This makes it all the more important to understand how numbers, including the social in-
dicators referred to above, are produced, measured, calculated, and aggregated, and with what
consequences for classification—the making up of organizations, states and individuals—as well
as democratic participation. Numbers, and their presumed transparency, both illuminate and ob-
scure relations of power (Miller & Rose 2008; Power 1997, 2004; Strathern 2000). The increased
availability and abundance of data about the performances of states, organizations, and individ-
uals can enable watchful vigilance from underneath. Yet, how such potentially empowering data
are produced is often invisible, and citizens are left guessing what has been overlooked or delib-
erately excluded and why. As studies on statactivism demonstrate, assessing and critiquing gov-
ernment through numbers requires a reasonable level of numerical literacy (see also Bruno et al.
2016). Quantification may be motivated by a democratizing ambition. Yet, we need to be careful
to understand how quantification and the complex relationships between classification, measure-
ment, and aggregation change possibilities for democratic participation and political engagement
(Kurunmäki et al. 2016).
In the interest of moving the study of relations between quantification and democratization
forward, we propose that one might usefully distinguish between the following research foci. The
first concerns the incorporation of voice in numbers: an examination of conditions and possibilities
(as well as limits) of public participation and inclusion of local knowledge in (uncertain) indicator
design, including classification,measurement, and aggregation ( Jerven 2013,Merry 2016,Morgan
2010, Salais 2016). As Morgan (2010) might put it, how can quantification express citizens’ experi-
ence about political, economic, and social arrangements that affect them?Tracing the construction
of indicators—the statistics, conventions, groupings, and complex weighting choices involved in
their production and circulation—provides insight into the largely hidden practices of classifica-
tion and aggregation that support them and the intricate relations between quantification, voice
(or the lack thereof), and desires for impartial, long-distance control.
The second research dimension relates to a pluralization of quantification: the development
of alternative measures—counter-quantifications, as the literature on statactivism has highlighted
(see also Salais 2016)—to irritate, unsettle, and destabilize existing quantifications [e.g., gross do-
mestic product (GDP), poverty and equality indices, crime statistics, and much else]. Aggregated
indicators, such as GDP or poverty or equality indices, often lack statistical exactness and are re-
moved from (first-order) measurement, yet they reproduce ideals of precision and accuracy, which
furthers their attractiveness.We need to open up the black box of their production to escape from
any assumed technical determinism and stimulate more plurality in, and debate on, quantification.
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Relatedly, the third research dimension concerns the relationship between quantification and
public debate: What role do numbers play in generating and framing public discussion and delib-
erations about public goods such as higher education, poverty, sustainability, migration, incarcera-
tion, and health? Finally, we ought to attend to how changes in the technologies of quantification,
the rise and spread of social media and big data, have shaped and changed possibilities for citizen
voice and engagement with quantification.
Democracy, in its modern mass liberal forms, Rose (1991) argues, requires numerate and cal-
culating citizens, numericized civic discourse, and a numericized programmatics of government.
In so doing, citizens and governments are made visible, accountable, and governable in particular
ways, displacing others. Such numericization opens up not only new ways of political engagement;
it also encourages economization by moving governments and citizens closer to principles of ra-
tional calculation, efficiency, competition, and market making, which in turn can run the risk of
hollowing out democratic rule.
QUANTIFICATION AND ECONOMIZATION
Quantification has always been a crucial feature undergirding markets (take the example of credit
ratings) (Carruthers 2013, Poon 2009). More recently scholarship has begun to track the roles of
quantification in attempts to extend the rationality of the market to domains previously viewed as
nonmarket and noneconomic (Kurunmäki et al. 2016). Especially in the past twenty years, schol-
arship has emerged that investigates the roles of quantification in economization, particularly ne-
oliberal, market-oriented reforms aimed at, as Brown (2015) puts it, the remaking of everything
and everyone in the image of homo oeconomicus (see also Davies 2014,Muniesa 2014, Supiot 2015).
Following Miller & Power (2013) and Çalıs¸kan & Callon (2009), one can define economizing as
the processes through which individuals, activities, and organizations are constituted or framed
as economic actors and entities. Emphasis is placed on the process by which a supremacy of the
economic over society, including politics and domestic life, is articulated and established (Miller
& Power 2013). Of course, the distinction between the economic and noneconomic itself is his-
torically contingent and contextually variable, and it is the task of the sociologist to empirically
scrutinize the construction of such a distinction and its shifting boundaries.
Power wrote two influential books that describe the emergence of the audit explosion (Power
1997) and risk management (Power 2007) as a response to issues of trust. He showed how orga-
nizations begin to conform to the dictates of being audited and how performance measures and
targets become paramount in management, something often referred to as new public manage-
ment. To quote Miller & Power (2013, p. 560), “a museum must be made into an economic entity,
and its managers constituted as economic agents, before its costs can be revealed, acted upon and,
eventually perhaps, reduced.”
Quantification and commensuration are key conditions for economic calculation and action.
Quantification makes individual and organizational performance visible, trackable, and compa-
rable, thereby allowing for organizing in accordance with principles of efficiency. Critical ac-
counting scholars have long emphasized the mutual interrelationship between accounting and
economics, considering the ways in which accounting calculations facilitate the construction of
(shifting) spheres of economic activity (Hopwood 1992).More recently, scholars outside account-
ing have begun to scrutinize links between quantification and the expansion of the economic into
areas previously deemed noneconomic. In this context, specific attention has been given to rela-
tions between quantification and the rise and spread of neoliberalism (Centeno & Cohen 2012).
A distinguishing feature of quantification in neoliberalism is its close link tomarket and (capital)
investment rationales (Brown 2015; Bruno & Didier 2013; Davies 2014; Kurunmäki et al. 2016;
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Muniesa 2014, 2017). Performance measurement, benchmarks, rankings, and ratings disseminate
the market model to economic and noneconomic domains of activity, (re)configuring human be-
ings, organizations, and states as market actors (see also Jeacle & Carter 2011). As Brown (2015)
highlights, that does not mean that neoliberalism and neoliberal quantification, respectively, liter-
ally marketize all spheres. Rather, organizational entities, such as hospitals, prisons, or universities,
as well as nation-states, with the help of commensurable performance metrics, are remade in the
image of the market, “involving appeals to the virtues of competitive behavior, culture and mind-
set” (Davies 2014, ix).
Espeland & Sauder (2016) show how the U.S. News and World Report invoked the language
of the marketplace to frame its law school rankings, highlighting that they would provide con-
sumers with useful information about the specialized product market of legal education.Newfield
(2016) demonstrates the damages done to American higher education in its corporatization. In
France,Musselin (2017) illustrates how international university rankings, combined with national
performance metrics, contributed to the dismissal of a political discourse in favor of uniformiza-
tion, equality, and equivalence and the establishment of a discourse aimed at enhancing vertical
differentiation, competition, and competitiveness (see also Brankovic et al. 2018, Münch 2014).
Similarmarket-oriented utilizations of performancemetrics, rankings, and ratings can be observed
in other public services, including health and social care, and the correctional services. Rankings
and ratings are also used to regulate the provision of public goods via market pressures, stimulate
competition and performance, and render ideas of market coordination operable (see e.g., Juven
2016, Kurunmäki & Miller 2006, Mehrpouya & Samiolo 2016).
Such market-oriented quantifications involve the creation of new subjectivities. Citizens, pa-
tients, students, prisoners, and other public service users are turned into (quantifiable) consumers,
who are to be satisfied and fought over [see also the rise and studied effects of patient, student,
and prisoner experience surveys (e.g., Pflueger 2016)]. These users are enmeshed in networks of
calculation as active participants. They are reconstituted as entrepreneurial, “calculating selves”
(Miller 1992) who have to actively manage and realize their (human) capital, not just for them-
selves, but also for firms, states, and public institutions, including universities and hospitals, con-
cerned with their own competitive positioning (Brown 2015). French scholars in particular have
drawn attention to quantification in such processes of capitalization, where things (e.g., higher
education) and human beings (e.g., prisoners) are turned into assets evaluated in their capacity to
create value from the perspective of an investor who expects calculable future returns (Muniesa
et al. 2017). In charitable work we observe the rise and spread of quantified social impact assess-
ments, such as social return on investment figures, aimed at making the added value of char-
ity work knowable and visible from an investor’s perspective (Barman 2016, Hall et al. 2015,
Norman 2014). Financial instruments of quantification and profit determination are applied to
the valuation of extrafinancial gain (e.g., environmental and social value not currently reflected
in conventional financial accounts). In doing so, people are redefined as entrepreneurs and in-
vestments (Brown 2015, Muniesa et al. 2017). The French sociologist Chiapello argues that such
neoliberal economization of social and political life is intertwined with a shift in the conventions
underpinning (economic) quantification (Chiapello 2015, Chiapello & Walter 2016). Chiapello
stresses the progressive diffusion of financialized conventions. Such conventions have been de-
veloped and spread by finance professionals in and outside financial accounting, for instance in
the form of net present value calculations, probability-based estimates of value, and market prices
as true value benchmarks. They constitute key building blocks of calculative reason in terms of
capital.
What are implications of the above for changes in interrelations between quantification and
uncertainty? What are consequences for relations of visibility, power, and politics?
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Uncertainty, under the “arc of neoliberalism” (Centeno & Cohen 2012), is something to ac-
tively embrace and act upon, rather than to be protected from (Power 2007). Quantification, in
this context—for instance, via rankings and ratings—is supposed to help make uncertainty cal-
culable and manageable, and to facilitate choice and investment in opaque markets (for example,
the market for higher education or healthcare) (see also Esposito & Stark 2019). As Davies (2014,
p. xi) argues, the fact that the future is undetermined—is yet to be made, is what allows us to
dream, reinvent, and reorganize—is at the heart of (neoliberal) entrepreneurial innovation. Yet,
uncertainty in neoliberalism refers to multiple, competing actors operating according to various
conflicting strategies (Davies 2014, p. xi). League tables, rankings, and ratings make visible an
individual’s, organization’s, or state’s competitive positioning. They address goal uncertainty by
specifying what counts and ought to be maximized. At the same time, such new competition-
oriented visibilities also introduce new uncertainties, anxiety, and stress (Espeland & Sauder 2007,
2016). For Strathern (2000), it is the “tyranny of transparency.”
Such neoliberal quantification alters power relations and possibilities for political action. It
influences the capacities of agents, organizations, and the connections among them, and can enable
new ways of acting upon and influencing the actions of individuals (Foucault 1991; Miller 1992,
2001). For example, new forms of expertise and experts, particularly financial managerial experts
and expertise, take hold of social and political relations. The capacities to aspire and achieve are
never evenly distributed (Appadurai 2011). For Gilbert, what matters is not only the scenarios in
which the capitalizing gaze is activated but also who has the capacity to capitalize (Gilbert 2017,
p. 98).
Finally, the realm of politics itself is altered. Neoliberal quantification supports the meshing of
political, market, and business lexicons. As a consequence, the democratic promise of shared rule
is transformed into the promise of enterprise and portfolio management (Brown 2015, but see also
Muniesa et al. 2017, Supiot 2015). Of course, we need to be careful not to equate quantification
with economization, for not all quantification implies economization (Kurunmäki et al. 2016). Yet,
the scope of quantification, and potentially also economization, has expanded massively over the
past twenty years across states, markets, organizations, and everyday life.
QUANTIFICATION IN PERSONAL LIFE
We live in a metric culture. Social media has made likes, hits, and retweets its currency. Entities
from corporations to political campaigns are constructing data portraits of users and their friends.
It seems that no trace of socialmedia is left unmodeled and unexploited. Individuals are quantifying
themselves more than ever, turning themselves into experiments and self-help projects as they
generate and scrutinize their own data. Our focus here is on the growing literature examining
new cultures of quantified self-tracking, including the quantified self community (Ajana 2017,
Beer 2015, Lupton 2016, Mau 2017, Nafus 2016, Neff & Nafus 2016).
Self-tracking encompasses recording and measuring “in which people knowingly and purpo-
sively collect information about themselves, which they then review and consider applying to the
conduct of their lives” (Lupton 2016, p. 2). Self-tracking is not new, as the history of diaries and
bathroom scales attests. Yet, computerized quantification and digitization equip self-tracking with
new qualities and possibilities. Digitization and automation facilitate an ever more detailed and
accelerated measurement and monitoring of the body and everyday life in real time (Ajana 2017,
Lupton 2016, Mau 2017, Neff & Nafus 2016). This affords new possibilities for data circulation
(Beer 2016) as the data become accessible to the developers of digital tracking devices such as
smart watches, wristbands, and phones, and as the data move onto social media sites, self-tracking
platforms, or the archives of the computing cloud. As a consequence, notions of privacy are
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challenged and transformed and new possibilities for surveillance and commercial exploitation
are created (Lupton 2016, p. 84, but see also Ajana 2017, Beer 2016, Pasquale 2015, Mau 2017).
Pasquale (2015) describes the notion of the black box society to highlight how digitized self-
tracking, and the tracking of the self by others,2 is implicated in new politics of visibility. Digitized
self-tracking creates new visibilities, while the data infrastructures in which we live, the analytics
operated on the data, become increasingly invisible (Beer 2016). Such data offer new possibilities
for classification, targeting, profiling (e.g., of criminals or potential offenders), economization, and
commercial exploitation (e.g., of consumers); in most cases, people are not aware of what data they
help produce, where their data are stored, or how the data are being used by third parties.
Neff & Nafus (2016) highlight the embeddedness of such data in biomedicalization, which
is the extension of medical or biological explanations for the way things are. Biomedicalization
is a distinctive feature of digitized self-tracking, a “mental model, a habit of thought that makes
medicine the most readily available explanation for why things are the way they are” (Neff &
Nafus 2016, p. 18). It makes close measurement of the body conceivable and desirable. It inter-
twines bodily practice with measurement and governance of “life itself,” as Rose (2007) would put
it. Of course, Foucault has shown that biometrics and biopolitics have played a key role in the
governing of life since before the advent of digitized self-tracking (Foucault 2008). Yet, as Beer
(2016, p. 71) writes, in the case of digitized self-tracking, enthusiasm for numbers has converged
with the possibilities of new types of data infrastructures to enable the scope and depth of body
measurement to increase and intensify.
Gamification is another key aspect of digitized self-tracking (Fuchs et al. 2014, Hammarfelt
et al. 2016,Whitson 2013). Through the introduction of game-like features into tracking devices
and the use of playful data visualizations, engaging with numbers is meant to become a fun part
of everyday consumption as well as facilitate a state- and market-based accumulation of informa-
tion about individual lives (Beer 2016). Akin to games, digitized self-tracking provides users with
precise real-time feedback charting their progress and determining how to advance themselves in
competition with others, or against themselves (Whitson 2013). In so doing, these tools do not
merely seek to entice their users into continued participation.Gerlitz and Lury show in their study
of Klout, a measure of influence, how quantified self technologies are intended to actively mod-
ify the behaviors they track: “They expect and exploit reactivity” (Gerlitz & Lury 2014, p. 174).
Gamification thus affords self-tracking tools agency.
Motives for users to participate in self-tracking are varied (see in particular the ethnographic
fieldwork with members of the quantified self movement by Nafus & Sherman 2014, but see also
Ajana 2017, Lupton & Smith 2018, Nafus 2016). Many take up self-tracking to manage their
health and well-being or to enhance their productivity. Others engage in it out of sheer curiosity
or vanity. People with health problems and chronic illnesses might be pushed, nudged, or coerced
into self-tracking by their doctors. Companies use digital, wearable devices to track employees’
physical activity, hours of productivity, and subjective sense of well-being and stress in order to
manage their performance.
Quantified self-tracking promises self-reflexivity and control in a world characterized by in-
creased levels of uncertainty in the age of “reflexive modernization” (Beck et al. 1994) (see also
Jeacle & Carter 2011, Lupton & Smith 2018). It can be “a strategy for empowering by making
contributions visible, or to contest auditing done by others” (Hammarfelt et al. 2016, p. 8; see
also Nafus & Sherman 2014). Rettberg (2014) shows how truck drivers use self-tracking data to
2Lupton (2016) distinguishes between self-tracking and the tracking of the self by others. In the case of ded-
icated self-tracking, some or all of the collected information is available to the subjects tracking themselves
(and potentially others). In the case of the tracking of the self by others, people often have no knowledge at
all of what data are collected on them.
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challenge estimations of the time it took them to perform certain procedures. Academics may
employ self-tracking to undermine the influence of audit regimes within their organization
(Hammarfelt et al. 2016). At the same time, it can also make people feel as if they are losing
control; it can lead to obsession and the feeling of inadequacy (Lupton 2016).
Moore & Robinson (2016) examine how the introduction of quantified self-tracking in work-
places was accompanied by an intensification of competition, precarity, and feelings of anxiety.
While self-tracking practices may appear to be highly individualistic and agential, they are under-
pinned by broader issues of power, security and insecurity, and the governing of lives. Scholars
have drawn on Foucault to highlight these political and biopolitical dimensions of self-tracking
and to show how neoliberal ideals of entrepreneurial selfhood, self-optimization, economization,
and competitiveness are deeply intertwined with it (Ajana 2017, Beer 2015, Lupton 2016, Moore
& Robinson 2016, Whitson 2013).
The literature on digitized self-quantification suggests significant implications for our broader
thinking about relations between data and measurement, classification and aggregation, and the
making up of people (Hacking 2002). The datafication of everyday life offers new possibilities for
quantification, and it accelerates and intensifies the roles of numbers in our lives. At the same time,
the relationship between classification and measurement is turned on its head. At least to some
extent, datafication dissolves the importance of classification in measurement (in Desrosières’s
sense). The relationship between classification and measurement is turned upside down. Contrary
to what Desrosières (1998) stated twenty years ago, classification does not precede measurement
but becomes a result of it.
Datafied quantification contributes to making up people in new ways. As Whitson (2014,
p. 343) notes, information—such as shopping habits, user preferences, bank account numbers,
voting preference, and location—is separated from individuals, recombined, and quantified in new
ways, outside of their control. Such datafication of information produces novel forms of commen-
suration, classification, and stratification by tracing, as Whitson writes, the aggregated desires of
shoppers and system users, finding patterns in their flocking behaviors like those of a group of
birds. Such aggregated data recombinations are employed to create new user, customer, voter,
or crime profiles. Moor & Lury (2018) and Whitson (2014) highlight that individuals become
dividuated, drawing on Deleuze. As Whitson (2014, p. 554) writes, for Deleuze (1992), dividua-
tion refers to the internal division of individuals into malleable bits of coded information that are
more amenable to being measured, recombined, and aggregated into populations of other dividu-
als. Digitized tracking of the self via loyalty cards, smartphones, smart watches, and the like leads
to new, often highly opaque personalized pricing techniques that make it harder for consumers to
identify themselves, or be identified by others, as part of a recognized group (for example, groups
that can bemapped onto existing sociodemographic classifications) (Moor&Lury 2018).A related
example is Google gender and age assignments, which are not based on voluntary identification,
but on the collection of web pages that one has visited (Cheney-Lippold 2017).
Fourcade & Healy (2017) discuss how digitized metrics (credit scores, loyalty points, self-
tracked health data, etc.) lead to new classification schemes that crisscross traditional census classi-
fications laid down by the state.These new classification schemes cannot be determined in advance
and are utilized by corporations for market-making (e.g., credit market making or the pricing of
insurance), which, in turn, affects people’s life-chances (see also Mau 2017). Such datafied and
often short-lived classifications make up “what’s new with numbers;” it is their production and
circulation from the economic to the political, from civic to personal life (and back), that need to
be tracked to understand what new visions of the social have come to be created by quantification,
measurement, and aggregation, and with what consequences.
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CONCLUSION
We have described four institutional contexts in which scholarship on quantification has flour-
ished. As this work shows, the context, scope, and form of quantification are crucial for under-
standing its effects. One clear trend is the increasing expansion of quantification into all realms,
including into people’s personal lives.We have also argued that in addition to a careful accounting
of context and contingency to understand the impact of quantitative technologies, it is also im-
portant to assess the motives that give rise to these technologies, how they are legitimated, how
relations of power are influenced by them, and how, relatedly, conditions of visibility and obscurity
are shaped.
Not surprisingly, long-standing motives for quantification—governing, profitability, assess-
ment, politics, and prediction—still propel its development and use. The means to achieve these
goals, of course, are constantly evolving. For example, beginning in 1841, firms enlisted local re-
porters (Carruthers 2013) to address the character and credit worthiness of local merchants.Grad-
ually these became formalized and quantified, and eventually these character sketches evolved into
scores that can change at any moment and are shaped by the models that are continually devised
by analysts at large credit companies using data from myriad sources, many nonfinancial.
Likewise, the census has evolved from intermittent secretive efforts to count a population
to elaborate, ongoing surveys that inform politics, policy, and business decisions. Emigh et al.
(2016a,b) find that social conditions powerfully shape how regimes or states count. Sometimes
motives are mixed. For example, Tencent, China’s technology conglomerate and most valuable
company, recently announced its new individual credit scoring system based on its globally popu-
lar WeChat app. Aggregating data from social media, employment records, and legal histories, its
new system creates personal scores for 1.4 billion Chinese that range from 300–850 and can affect
not only someone’s credit but also a wide variety of government and corporate services, including
education and housing. As one reporter put it, it might be time to unfriend those human rights
lawyers (Holland 2018).
One of the challenges for scholars of quantification is to keep pace with changing technologies,
especially in data design, modeling, artificial intelligence, and the production of new financial
instruments. Science studies scholars have shown how important it is to understand how new
forms of technologies are produced and how they enlist constituents who use them to all kinds
of unanticipated ends. There seems to be no alternative but to specialize. Two areas also ripe for
research are the role of the aesthesis of visualization and how numbers mediate emotions.
This observation leads to the related point that literature on quantification is spread across
many fields. The question as to whether the sociology of quantification has achieved the status of a
subfield is one addressed by several scholars (Berman &Hirschman 2018, Bruno et al. 2016,Diaz-
Bone & Didier 2016). Some see an emergent field; others wish for a more encompassing theory.
We think there are some general conclusions one can draw about quantification. Most broadly,
quantification is always an intervention, and understanding howmuch of one it is requires detailed
knowledge. While there are different terms for this—performativity, reactivity, echo chambers,
feedback loops—they all imply the constitutive potential of quantification.
Another general feature of quantification is that to count or calculate accurately on a big scale
often is resource intensive and requires training, discipline, and standardization, especially in clas-
sification.We know, too, thatmotives for quantification vary, but often they amount to somemeans
for redressing uncertainties, exerting control, overcoming distrust, or improving communication
and coordination among entities or self-improvement. Once numbers are created, moreover, they
become enrolled and translated by different users and built into institutions in ways that maymake
them difficult to change or abandon.
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As we have already discussed, one broad pattern is that we tend to exclude from measurement
things that may be important but are hard to measure or things for which there are no existing
data. A final feature of most quantification is that people have ambivalent reactions about it that
often take the form of a tension between our wanting to believe in the objectivity and precision
of calculation while also understanding that there are assumptions, biases, and ways to lie with
statistics as well as with words.What is different about calculation is that our capacity to check on
its accuracy is often limited or even nonexistent, requiring training, skill, and access.
But despite these broad patterns we think it is premature to declare quantification a subfield of
sociology, and we are not convinced that this is a bad thing. The breadth of scholarship highlights
that we ought to be careful with unifying accounts of the inner workings and effects of quantifica-
tion. Rather, we stress the importance of following the numbers across different sites to uncover
changing dynamics between measurement, classification, and aggregation and to investigate more
systematically interactions between different quantification regimes.Given the complexity of how
quantification is generated, used, and represented, it demands specialists in the same sense that it
is far better to have trained accountants deconstructing audits and computer scientists unearthing
bias in machine learning. The challenge remains, however, for scholars of quantification to find
each other, and this will always demand breadth in reading and, perhaps, articles like this.
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